
WebOL Lite v2.1.0

1. Bug Fixes
1.1 Auto Run fix

Under Windows 2000/XP after setting a file association for .woq or .wol files, running by double 
clicking on the file resulted in an abort. Now fixed.

1.2 Removable media missing

Trying to select a file from a removable media drive with no media present resulted in an abort. 
Now fixed.

1.3 Setting the Directory for a Project

The directory was not initialised. Now initialised to current directory.

1.4 Help

Images for the “Project Analysis” help were missing. Now added.

2. Developments
2.1 Recent files list.

A recent file list has now been implemented. This is optional, and can be controlled from the 
configuration form.

2.2 Question file selection and saving

In some instances the question web pages (*.htm) were made available for selection rather than 
the .woq files. This could lead to some confusion, since other web pages in addition to questions 
were listed. Now only *.woq files are listed.

2.3 Windows XP

Successfully tested basic functions under Windows XP but background colours do not render 
correctly.



WebOL Lite v2.2.0

1. Bug Fixes
1.1 Project analysis leads to a crash due to packaging incorrect grid control.

Replace incorrect grid (+ grid control) with a list that uses existing list control.

1.2 Load xml question with markparts set gives wrong value for the mark.

Now gives correct value.

1.3 Correct inconsistency - cannot add web pages to a project.

Can add questions or web pages.

2. Developments
2.1 Improve interface - can select multiple files when adding to a project.

2.2 Improve interface - show question topics when adding question files to a project.

2.3 Improve interface - show question topics in the project file list.

2.4 Improve functionality - save/load Keyword style question as QTI xml.

2.5 Improve functionality - save/load Web Pages in QTI xml style.

2.6 Improve functionality - save/load in QuestionMark Perception v3 xml style.

QuestionMark Perception v3 uses some optional elements within the QTI xml schema to 
identify some aspects of imported questions and so does not correctly identify some generic 
QTI xml question styles. A separate routine has been written so that questions can be 
saved/loaded compatible with QuestionMark Perception v3.
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